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Enterprise innovation
in the cognitive era
Igniting cultural transformation for the future of work

Cognitive Build: A phased approach

Prepare
Learn about
cognitive computing
and new approaches
to problem solving

Build
Team

Launch
Invest

Conduct agile
sprints to build
out viable ideas

Bring ideas
to life in global
pitch events

Discover and
select top ideas for
investment through
crowdfunding

Form self-selected
teams for idea
generation

Building the future: Employees wanted to solve myriad topics, yet with clear
client focus
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The wisdom of the crowd: Driving innovation through social collaboration
Enterprise
Crowdfunding

Cognitive
Build

Hackathon

Jam

Create a solution to a
predefined subject
through collaborative
computer
programming

Kick-start a
transformation or change
program through a
transparent conversation
and generate lots of ideas
in a short timeframe

Take the successful model of
Internet crowdfunding and
adapt it to the enterprise

Provide a hands-on
experience to generate
cognitive ideas and to
apply the tools and
methodologies available

Location

Physical location/
venue

Online platform

Online platform

Combined online
platform and physical
location

Demographics

A limited number
of teams, each
consisting of 2-5 people

An unlimited number of
participants, and a team
of experts to facilitate

All employees (can be limited
to a single division)

All employees

Time

Generally 1-5 days

3-4 days

1-2 months

3 months

Structure

Teams create a
prototype and pitch
their results before a
panel of judges

Individuals share
expertise and opinions
and a team of specialists
uses sophisticated
analysis to find and rank
conversations of interest

Employees propose ideas or
solutions in response to an
executive challenge. Colleagues
express their level of support
through virtual investments, and
the most promising ideas
receive executive visibility for
further development

Through individual and
experiential learning,
self-formed teams
develop and crowdfund
ideas, create prototypes
and pitch results before
a panel of judges

Outcomes

Working prototypes
that can be adopted
and scaled

Recommendations on the
activities or initiatives
discussed, based on
shared themes and
conversations of interest

New technologies, new
features, new products

Working prototypes that
can be adopted and
scaled; new ideas on
how to apply cognitive
solutions in both internal
processes and client
situations

Goal

The Cognitive Build initiative fostered bold ideas, accelerated learning
and created a more engaged workforce.

To Learn more visit ibm.biz/cognitivebuild
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